
HarryPotter
4ChapterHat

Super Easy Knit hat Perfect for  
No-Committment knitting

Order of the Phoenix 

Free Pattern! 

Check out all the free patterns  

at fabulousyarn.com/freepatterns! 



HarryPotterOrderofthePhoenix
4-Chapter Beanie Hat 
Yarn 1 skein of malabrigo merino wool

Tools  #7 Single Pioints  #7, Tapestry Needle
 
Sizing: 22 stitches for babies, 66 stitches for kids & adults
 
Cast on/Brim (Kids Size/66 stitches) 
Cast on 22/66 stitches and work 20 rows, knitting both ways to create garter stitch brim 
Body of hat  start stockinette and knit for 20 rows (for adult sizes, or for hats that need 
to be more hat, less beanine, add anothe r20 rows, for a total of 40 before you start to 
decrease for the crown. 
Create crown (decreas)
Next row - knit 2 together, knit 1,  knit 2 together
Next row -  purl 2 together, purl 1, purl 2 together
Repeat above set 2 times
Next row: knit 2 together every stitch
Next  row: purl 2 together every stitch
Continue knitting 2 together till you have 6-8 stitches on the needles. 
 
Leaving a really long tail, cut your yarn. Thread tail onto tapetry needle, thread thru 
 remaining stitches on needle and pull to close stichtes together.

 
Fold hat so that stockinette right side is facing in, stitch from crown to bottom of brim 
using tapestry needle threaded with tail.

Tie off, fold rightside out.

Shown in Malabrigo Worsted Weight Merino Wool Color: Plena
 
 

Available at fabulousyarn.com
Need help?  
fabulousyarn.com (live chat)
help@fabulousyarn.com (email)



 
 
 

Glamolette Wristwarmers 
 
Yarn: 1 skein malabrigo merino or similar heavy worsted weight yarn (4 st per 
inch); 1 skein Artyarns Beaded Sequined Silk. 
Tools: #8 Needles, straight pins 
 
Prep: Wind the beaded and the malabrigo into separate balls. Then create a 
new, merged ball with the malabrigo and the beaded held and wound together 
into a separate ball until you’ve run out of beaded (you will have malabrigo left 
over – it has more yarndage – but you need that anyhow, so it’s ok! 
 
To Begin: 
Begin using the ball of PLAIN malabrigo.  
Cast on 30 Stitches in the Malabrigo Merino.   



 
Underside/bottom of wristwarmer: Begin knitting In stockinette stitch (knit one 
row, purl the next  to create stockinette) Knit 16 rows. (this will be the bottom, or 
underside of the warmer.) A row more or less isn’t critical. For larger arms and 
hands, increase number of rows knitted in this section by about 20% in number 
of rows, for skinny arms, decrease total number of rows by about 10%. 
 
Next section/ first section of the top of the wristwarmer:  
At beginning of the next row, which starts the first section of the wristwarmer, join 
the beaded/merino combination ball to the strand, and beginning knitting in 
stockinette. Knit 2 rows in stockinette. (knit/purl). Then create a purled row by 
knitting next two rows in garter (knitting both sides, no purl stitch). This will create 
a single row of garter ridge. After you’ve knitted the garter ridge, go back to 
stockinette stitch and knit 11 rows.  
 
Next section 
The next 4 rows, knit every row, (garter) to create a double garter ridge.  Then go  
back to regular stockinette for 13 rows. You have finished the body of the 
warmer, or the top of the wristwarmer.  
 
Joining the edges of the Wristwarmer 
Knit Join: Fold the glamolette in half lengthwise so that the outside is facing in 
(the side showing the stockinette stitch) and the wrong side is facing out. Line up 
the edges. If you like, you can pin them together to make sure there is no stretch 
and the sides knit together correctly. 
 
Treating both sides as a single edge, knit thru the two sides, by knitting thru the 
stitches that are still on the needle AND the other edge. This takes some getting 
used to. Knit the edges of the glamolette together the whole length of the 
warmers. On the next row, after you have finished knitting the sides together, knit 
back the whole way casting off as if it was a reqular piece of knitting. 
 
Tie off and weave in your ends. 



Supermerino Booties
newborn - 9 mos

Knit in one piece, folded in half, stitched.
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fabulousyarn.comfibersforfanatics

This pattern was developed for the home knitter. This pattern varies according to the 
knitter and the yarn, but was made to work well with any chunky or bulky weight 
yarn.  It is critical that you gauge,  adjust the number of stitches and rows accordingly, 
or assume the consequences! We make no guarantees as to how your project will 
come out,  except to say that if you follow the measurements indicated, and the 
instructions in general, you will get a result that moderately matches what appears 
on the pattern printout.  You may always contact us for help: help@fabulousyarn.com

* This pattern is NOT copyrighted - there are so many booty
patterns in the world, that this is sure to be a duplicate
of others.  I’ve referenced at least 15 different patterns to
finally make one I could easily complete. If you  feel I’ve infringed 
on YOUR booty pattern,  please let me know, and I will credit you..

This pattern is adapted from a whole bunch of incomprehensible booty 
patterns. I've tried to simplify it -  and many have contributed to this pattern: If you 
can help improve it, please let me know!

Its perfect for almost any yarn you’ll just need to adjust your gauge too make sure it is not
too stiff (too tightly knit) or too floppy (too loosely knit).

SIZING Size: newborn to 9 mos
Yarn: 1 skein of any worsted weight yarn: Here the booties were done in artyarns Supermerino:
You'll be able to do a hat with the leftovers! Do a test - see if your needle size is right, 
and onto the booties!

Needles: size 7/8 with a artyarns, size 8/9  with bulkier yarn (see our baby alpaca)
 This will vary depending on how rigid or floppy you want
the booties to end up - it’s not hard and fast. 

Gauge: You want about 4-5 stitches per inch in garter to make this work. 
You can go down in needle size to make the overall size smaller. 
It may take a try or two, but these go very quickly once you get the hang of it!

Here we go! 

KNITTING
1) Cast on 34 stitches and knit 12 rows
2) on the next row, or number 13, knit 20* stitches, knit 2 together, then turn. 

*for those who are curious, you are knitting half the total amount of 
stitches (17) plus half the total center stitches you are going to be knitting to 
make the front part of the booty(3). 

3) slip a stitch (with yarn in front), purl 6, purl 2 together then turn
4) slip a stitch with yarn in back, knit 6 knit 2 together
*If you don’t want the top of the booty to be in a contrast (stockinette stitch, you can just
knit for both steps 3 & 4, and you’ll have an all garter version!

Do the above set 8 more times,  so you knit  back and forth on those center
6 stitches, picking up 2 together on either end, for approx 10 rows, or  until
you have 24 stitches on your needles. (Take a count each row to make sure)

On the last one, knit to the end of the row. 
Create the Eyelet Row for Ties: (You can skip this if you are not using ties!)
Next, you create the holes that you thread the ties through: 
Knit first two stitches, do a yarn over, then purl two together, then do a yarn over, 
then purl 2 together until you've reach the last two stitches: knit these two together. 
You've created your eyelet row. 

Now, knit 20 rows to make the rollover cuff.  Cast off. You are done with knitting, now on to finishing.
*note: if you have a non-elastic type yarn, such as the Artyarns Regal Silk, you want to add 
on some extra stitches the last four rows, to allow for a larger opening. 

Finishing  Fold the bootie in half, with the wrong side facing out (if you’ve done the stockinette
for the top(instep) you’ll want that facing the inside. Stitch the bootie from the toe to the cuff,
and turn inside out...you’re done!

                      

Last modified 7/25/06



 

Annes 

Wild 

Scarf 
 
Materials: 
1 skein Fabulous Handspun 
approx 60 – 70 yards 

2 skeins of Malabrigo Merino 

Wool 1 contrasting the 

handspun, one to match a color 
in the handspun, or any 

combination of colors to work 

with the handspun.  
Note: you can double the 

materials to make a WIDE scarf 

or a wrap in this same style. 

 
Needles: Size 9 40” circular to 

use as single points but able to 

accommodate the length. 
Recommended – Lantern 

Moons rosewood or ebony 

circular, because the tip swivels 
so the work will not get twisted. 

 

Note: this yarn is knit 

lengthwise, so the number of 
stitch stitches you cast on will 

determine the length of your 

scarf, not the number of rows 
you knit per inch. 

  

 
Prepare your yarn: 
Using a ball winder and swift, the back of a chair or your husband’s feet on a 
coffee table, ball all three yarns. You’ll need them all ready to go for this project. 
 
Do a test swatch to know your gauge.  Knit a 3 x 3 square and see how many 
stitches you get lengthwise.  
 
Decide on a length for your scarf This scarf is knit lengthwise, so the number 
of stitches you cast on and their gauge will determine your length. You can use 
any number you like depending on your test swatch (you did do a test swatch, 
didn’t you?) stitches to cast on  - Anne made a super long scarf – she cast on 



300 – 400 stitches.  If you’d like it wider, then you might want it shorter.  If you’d 
like it wider, but still long, you might consider doubling up on materials.  
 
TO KNIT THE SCARF 
 
Cast On/Border of scarf: Cast on using the first color yarn and knit six rows in 
your framing, or first color.  
 
In the sample shown, Anne used the Malabrigo black as the outer frame. She 
wanted a LONG scarf, and so she cast on 300 or so stitches, she knit 6 rows, 
knitting both ways (garter stitch).   
 
Inside Color/first side 
At the end of row six with the color you cast on with, join your second color, and 
continue knitting for 8 rows in garter stitch. This creates the inside of the scarf 
framing the handspun. 
 
In the sample shown this is the red/tomato color -  Malabrigo Merino in American 
Beauty – which contrasted with the handspun but also picked up a color that ran 
thru it – a tomato red.  
 
Handspun Center 
At the end of the 8th row of America Beauty, Anne joined on her handspun and 
began knitting in this. She continued using this until she ran out, which just 
happened to be towards the end of one of the rows. You can run out of it at any 
point and just switch back to the 2nd color of Malabrigo (the inside color), or you 
can try and gauge how many full rows you will get by eye and just stop there to 
start again with the 2nd color at the beginning of a row.  
 
2nd half of scarf 
Anne finished up on the handspun, then went back to the 2nd color, in her case 
the American beauty, and repeated the 8 rows for the second side of the scarf. At 
the end of the 8th row, she joined on the black Malabrigo to finish the final edge.  
 
A note: Anne had a spare ball of an eyelash yarn that she wound with her 
Malabrigo, which added a cool feathery touch. This is optional! 
 
Fringe: Using both the remaining black and American beauty Malabrigo, Anne 
created 4-stranded fringe on both ends. 
 



CoolCowls
Super Bulky neck warmers 
will get you  toasty in a jiffy

Super Toastie Neck cuddlers

Shown In Blue Sky Alpacas Bulky Alpaca Wool  
in  Grey Wolfand Cayenne

Free Pattern! 

Check out all the free patterns  

at fabulousyarn.com/freepatterns! 



Cool Cowls
YARN 1 skein approx 65 yards of any bulky yarn. Good Choices are Malabrigo 
Gruesa, Blue Sky Alpacas Bulky Alpaca Wool, or Classic Elite Twinkle. 2-3 St per 
inch suggested yarn gauge. 

TOOLS size 15 needles; tapestry/darning needle to sew in ends 3-5, 1-1 1/2” but-
tons your preference.

No-Buttonhole Button-Down Sidewinder
 
Body of Cowl 
Cast on 19; knit 2, purl 2 to last stitch knit 1 repeat until you have 1 1/2 yards of 
yarn left (approx 18” long)

Finish bind off, sew in ends
 
Add Buttons Place buttons as desired on one end of piece. Sew on. (button 
holes are not needed as the stitch space is enough for a button to fit through)

Asymmetrical Twist Cowl
 
YARN 2 skeins of Blue Sky Bulky Alpaca Wool or 90 yards of any 2-3 Stitches 
per inch bulky yarn
TOOLS 3 US 17 needles (2 for knitting, one extra for 3-needle bind off
darning needle to sew in ends
 
Body of Cowl  Cast on 23 stitches; knit 2, purl 2, last stitch knit 1
repeat until you have approx. 22” or at least 1 1/2 yards of yarn left
 
Finish  
Create skewed edge: 
-cast off 7 stitches
-Undo the cast-off row and place stitches on the extra needle
-Fold cowl in half with edges together - match the next stitch (8th) after those 
cast off to the first stitch on the opposite end of the knitting.   

Join Edges together with 3-needle bind 
holding the two knitting needles side by side insert third needle with cast off 
stitches on it in to the  first stitch on  the first needle then into the stitch on the 
needle in back, then knit them together as in regular knitting and bind off. 
Continue until you have 7 stitches left - cast off last seven stitches.  
 
Sew in ends turn the cowl in side out so that the bulky seam is on the outside.

Shown in Blue Sky Alpacas Bulky Wool in Grey Wolf (Asymmetrical Cowl) &  
Cayenne (Button Cowl)



LuxeLinks Wrap - a very easy fab pattern
               by Peggy Schmitz

Luxe Links 
Shawl



Luxe Links Shawl 
Designed by Peggy Schmitz
*Free Pattern
Materials: 1 Skein Silk Rhapsody Glitter
1 Skein Silk Mohair  
This yarn works well with almost any yarn, but is especially suited and was designed with Artyarns Rhap-
sody, Rhapsody with beads or beads and sequins, and Artyarns Silk Mohair. 

Approximate Size: 10 x 75
Materials:
Pair Size 15 or 17 Knitting Needles (Test both to see which gauge you like best!)
Crochet hook for attaching the fringe
Additional Info: 
*Fringe - see instructions at end of pattern - some people like to cut the
fringe first to ensure they have enough for entire scarf.

Abbreviations:

YO - yarn over - yarn wraps over needle in between two stitches
K2TOG - Knit 2 together thru the back

Preparation: Wind Silk Rhapsody glitter and Silk Mohair together to create your
spectacular knitting yarn. The way we do it - wind each yarn into a ball, then wind the two balls together.
Because of yardage differences, you may have excess silk mohair! Enjoy it!
Please make sure you have enough yarn saved to make fringe!

Shawl Pattern:
Cast on 40 [YOU NEED AN EVEN NUMBER] Stitches ( this creates a wide shawl,  
to use as a scarf, halve the number of stitches and use the same pattern)
Create Shawl Edge
Row 1 - knit
Row 2 - knit
Row 3 - knit
Start Chain Links Pattern
Row 4 - knit 2, * yarnover, knit 2 together; repeat from * to last 2 sts, knit 2
Repeat row 4 till you have approximately 75” of length.
Repeat Rows 1-3
Cast off.
Use remaining yarn to create tie fringe*
cut 10 inch lengths of yarn and hand tie or crochet onto first and last rows to create fringe

Fabulousyarn.com  %866-250-3533  h845.746.9008
This pattern is free and may be distributed and shared online or with knitting friends! Enjoy!




